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About This Game

Hex Empire 3 is unique turn-based strategy game where you can fulfill all of your deepest dreams of becoming a bloodthirsty
dictator. All without even taking your fluffy slippers off your feet!

What's special? The game is purely deterministic - no randomness (except for the randomly generated maps) - the same action
will always give the same result.
No luck needed, only brains!

SINGLEPLAYER MODE - wage wars on thousands of map!
PARTY MODE - play multiplayer games on single computer!

MAP EDITOR - create own worlds just to destroy!
THOUSANDS OF GENERATED MAPS - you can play forever!

CAMPAIGNS - coming soon!
NETWORKED MULTIPLAYER - coming soon!
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Banks hate him! See how he made 34 gold in an afternoon with one simple trick!. If I could describe it in one word it would be
this: Meh.

It isn't really a bad game, and may even be good for some casual fun, but not really as good as the Bejeweled series. There's
nothing really awful about the game mechanics either, aside from the mode where you have to replicate patterns yet the colours
of the gems you get are completely randomized. There was a surprising amount of modes to choose from however, so props to
the developers for that.

I just can't recommend it due to it's price. You can buy many of the Bejeweled games on here for much cheaper, which are
more polished, and in my opinion, more fun. The activation stuff is also frustrating. I don't hate the game, but I just don't think
it's worth it.. Amazing. That's all.. I want my $ .49 back. NO FULL SCREEN, Options are very lacking, game play is
rudimentary at best. Animation is horrid. I reiterate, NO FULL SCREEN. I havent found any way to force it to full either. On a
55 inch screen at 20 feet away you cannot see the game.. Max is coming back to his hometown in the forest following a call for
help from his mother. As they need money, he participates in a tournament and find himself trying to find out why it's so dry
and who is behind the princess disappearance! Oh, did I mention you that Max belongs to a human kind that is tiny... really tiny?

Usually, Artifex Mundi is publishing games with a main character as a woman. But Tiny Tales is an exception in that catalogue:
for once, you're a male. Max isn't really an adventurer but finds himself on the path of one. And while I love how that plot was
done and that I enjoyed the twists, I must say that some of it wasn't really making sense: how come Max's father managed to fall
for that bad imitation of a goddess? How come he was like an hero at one moment to become someone anonymous? As for
Ellie, who is she really for Max? Apart trying to compete with him, nothing is really said as apparently, in the bonus game, Ellie
seems to be tied somehow to Max.

However, while Tiny Tales has some plotholes, the gameplay is quite enjoyable thanks to Max and his learning of magic, though
it's weird to see that you're collecting runes all around and that you can miss some (though you will not advance in the story if
you don't find them). I also loved the recurring joke with the rat bandit, which is tied to one of the magical spells. Hidden
objects scenes are quite easy, as puzzles. And well, you know the bases: find items, use them, combine them and become the
champion of the kingdom of Brie in the end. Just a little warning: as you're really tiny, you bet that a normal button becomes a
giant thing in an hidden object scene, so, get used to think bigger than you're used to with that kind of game.

One of the strongest points of the games is the soundtrack. I really loved it, very fitting for the story. The graphics are correct.

Tiny Tales is a good addition for Artifex Mundi publishing catalogue, however, Brave Giant has already made better games in
terms of story. Anyway, you can go ahead with this one.
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Zombie Shooter feels a lot like an improved version of Alien Shooter. They're very similar games, with the same premise: run
and shoot all zombies in sight. Same graphics, same controls, everything, with the main difference being that the enemies are
zombies instead of aliens - which is perfectly good so far since that worked really well with Alien Shooter. And while Alien
Shooter was already quite fun, Zombie Shooter brings some important improvements.

The first is that there are more upgrades to buy and there's a leveling system that makes a huge difference.

The second is that the game's difficulty is WAY more balanced - it's a lot more playable and a lot less frustrating, while still
maintaining at least some challenge.

The third is that there's a lot more variety of scenarios, instead of always that same "inside a bunker" look that Alien Shooter
had through all levels.

Yet, I still need to mention the camera angles since it's one problem that all games from Alien Shooter and Zombie Shooter
seems to have and was never fixed... It's really bothersome because there are enemies and items that will often show up behind
walls, making the player unable to see them. This could easily be fixed with a non-fixed camera angle or transparency effect.

Highly recommended for anyone who just wants a game to run'n'gun.. Season pass doesn't include calling all units or wild run..
not really that fun. Kabooom. And That is the last day that the Alte user have ever play 100% Orange Juice with her friends.

10\/10 would lose friends.
Definitely would buy more dlc.. Interesting concept. However the author of the game does not seem to understand that puzzle
games and time limits do not go well together. Time limits do not make puzzles fun.. The devs have abandoned the game and
left it in an unplayable state. There's no content and no goal. You can't progress your character and combat isn't functional.
It hasn't been updated since March at the time of this writing and there's been no word about any further updates from the devs
since August.
Don't fall for this scam.. Great Game. A great freedom to create own pizza and have high point. No any restriction to make the
best pizza. Thanks for the work.. Ehh Not a Bad Game... Cheap game on sale, Picked it up through a bundle. Very Short, you
could beat it in an afternoon. Kind of gets repetitive, but by time you get sick of it, you have already beat the game!! Slightly
buggy at some points, and controls can be kind of floppy. This game is a Solo clone of Vigilante 8 or Twisted Metal game in my
eyes. One of my biggest complains is lack of Multiplayer. I really think Co-Op would be fun!

Rating: 5/10. Purchased game, and haven't had a chance to play it since purchasing it.. For one i cannot give a good review
considering each time i try and load the game it isn't loading just stuck to "Connecting" is it still up and running? If it isn't then
this game needs to be removed from STEAM so further purchases do not occur for a non existent game..... boring, not funny,
seems to be targeting younger audience. Also no ability to change resolution.
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